
				lieu / instead

				for Hannah Weiner


		“lieu”					“instead”

							the sunburn
							of a button
		my weight is
		carved of
			    soap		
								height
							whitewalls
		limpse
		brim
		     ankle
							  ice
							(slimmed
							          Hudson school.
							    )        ervals
		ash. custs
							rease characters
							             put into
							      exactly alikes.
							waved earshot
							         in car
		the one edge
		          insane
		          than a statue
								what comes from him
									&
							   what comes from things

							someone’s arithmetic
							       put to forest
		haired people’s
		scholarships
		          (someone’s 
		                      trove
							it took me to write





		of ocean
		modicums
							studented but vast.

							          packs of
							cigarettes about

							     “h” shapes		 

								silk strike lineup
		caramelized bandwagon.
							people w. stomach aches
							where i’m supposed to be.
			“track coach”
							sides of things
							with plateau
							   scene in front
		from the dutch.
							covered with word behavior
                         	      likeness
		full of people
	                   under
							      shape

								      ages.
							          impossible
		temperature
		            vanillas.			
								to think w.out
		statistician upon hills
				      how		a synonym to more land.
			       perioded on
			   them.
							        how opt bulk
							                 the dusked
			(crow’s feet.	
							breath
							    beneath
		aside
							    her sunglasses. money
									one reads






				to
      still’m
					around
							
    words.








































reception. theory.

				for Diane Ward


				unemployment.	rate.
					       too.	short.
				                 than.	any.
				            raccoon.	too. imagist.
				                those.	any. synonyms.

						     *

				             hornbl.
				               aleck.
				            paulist.		each.
				                road.	endless.	
				               from.		it.
				                  the.		same. irish.
				               from.		mudge. nerves.
				                  the.		wine. edges.	
				            behind.		a. verb.

						    *	

				         she. was.		only. some.
				              drove. 	herself.
				             trying.		to. convince.
				                  De.		Niro.
				              about.		which. atlantic. 
                                                                           





















                                                                            *
                              
                                                           poverts.            
                                                               nerv.
                                                              (saun.             ch.)
                                                             m’etc.

                                                              
                                                                             *
                                     
                                                             where.              would.
                                                         snowfall.
                                                              about.              Goodman. Brown.


                                                                            *
            
	calve.

                                            of.             river.
                                       some.             carpark.
                                         any.              size.
                                              of.              limes.
      








			




	



 			           lac[e]y.

			           for Tom Raworth


					     a.	taupe. wald.

less.	commas.
into.	gelatin.

	*

“let’s.	call.
this.”	
   my.	age.
  leaning.	into.
     some.	dream.

		*

        the.	further. he.
   moves.	away.
        the.	more. surfaces.
        the.	longer.
      they.	end.
          as.	her. midst.

		*

        my.	nose.
         of.	all.
  recourse. 	
   (shaped.	
    trouble.	upon.
	      .	siecle.)

          my.	polk. m’edge.






from at. least. (San Francisco: Krupskaya, 1999)


